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1. Introduction
1.1 Outline
This report has been produced for Grove Park Neighbourhood Forum (GPNF) in response to a
request for research on sustainable transport to feed into the Neighbourhood Plan. The designated
Grove Park Neighbourhood Area (GPNA) is shown in context in Figure 1.2.
Grove Park has its own railway station, providing a direct link to central London. There are also
a number of other community facilities, including schools, health services, and open spaces (see
Figure 1.3). Whilst Grove Park can boast a good array of facilities, there is room for improvement in
the sustainable transport links to these facilities.

1.2 Methodology
The report adopts a clear methodology as detailed in the Figure 1.1. The report firstly analyses
the current situation including: an assessment of the existing policy context, a review of the work
carried out to date by GPNF and an assessment of the physical area. Secondly, opportunities
for improvement have been identified with inspiration drawn from case studies and best practice
guidance. The report concludes with a list of recommendations, identifying the steps needed
towards implementation and assessing the costs, time-scales, feasibility and potential benefits for
each recommendation. Areas for future work are mapped out, allowing this report to show the next
stages for the Forum.

Figure 1.1: Methodology

Figure 1.2: Existing map of Grove Park Designated Area
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1. Introduction (cont)
1.3 Brief
This report has been produced in response to a brief from GPNF. The original brief requested:

‘A study and policy proposal for sustainable transport
solutions and connectivity to Lewisham, i.e. cycle paths,
bridges and East London Line to Grove Park, Beckenham
Place Park, Crystal Palace etc.’
Initial work in response to the brief considered all modes of transport; however the greatest
opportunities for GPNF lay in the development of cycle improvements. Although the report
only considers interventions for cyclists, it takes account of the opportunities for cyclists
presented by the public transport improvements and it is hoped that pedestrians will also
benefit from cycle-themed improvements to the public realm.
Initial research assessed the potential rail enhancement opportunities for Grove Park with a
particular focus on the potential for the East London Line (See Appendix 2). However it became
clear that plans were not advanced or clear enough to build upon with certainty. In addition to
this, most of the work would be strategic and outside of the scope of the Neighbourhood Plan.
Despite this, there was a definite opportunity for improved cycle links to Grove Park Station.
This could both enhance the existing use of the station and compliment any future proposals
for service enhancement.
This report is intended to be used as a consultation document to inform further work. This
report provides a detailed assessment of issues and options in relation to cycle enhancements
in Grove Park and concludes by providing recommendations for GPNF and some potential
areas for further work.

Figure 1.3: Facilities in Grove Park
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2. Vision and Objectives
2.1: Vision and Objectives
The vision and objectives of this report have been informed by GPNF’s Policy Theme ‘Connecting the Neighbourhood’ (as given in Draft Neighbourhood Plan):

’To promote a safe and attractive network of walking and cycling routes (N.S / E.W) as well as properly positioned parking for cyclists and motorists…day and
night…for people of all abilities…and for visitors!’

Vision
‘To enhance the provision of cycling infrastructure in the Grove Park Neighbourhood Area with the aim of
increasing accessibility and integration for local residents.’

Objectives
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3. Policy and Document Review
3.1 Policy Review
There are a number of adopted and draft policy documents which must be considered in the development
of any proposals for Grove Park. The tables below briefly outline the main policy opportunities and
constraints for the Neighbourhood Plan in relation to cycling.

National Policy
NPPF (2012)
Policy for London
London Plan
(2015)
Mayor’s Vision for
Cycling (2013)
Mayor’s Transport
Strategy (2010)

•
•

Should conform with Local Plan policies.
Promotes sustainable transport.
Table 3a: National Policy

•
•

Proposals for Cycle Parking, Quietways, Greenways.
Promotes walking / cycling improvements.

•
•
•
•

Proposes network of cycle routes, including ‘Quietways’.
Proposes design improvements.
No specific proposals which would affect Grove Park.
Proposal 51 promises support to enable / empower community groups
to deliver improvements to create a cycling revolution in London.
Supports new cycle links, highway improvements and cycle parking .
Cycle Superhighways 5 and 6 proposed through Lewisham Borough.
(Note no longer relevant: CS6 cancelled, CS5 re-routed)

•
•

Figure 3.1: Proposed route for Quietway 1 (taken from TfL website). Note that Waterlink Way
would meet this in Deptford
Table 3b: London Policy

Policy for Lewisham
Lewisham adopted • Proposed extension to the East London Line would make Grove Park part of the London Overground Network.
LDF and evidence • Policy 14 promotes sustainable movement and transport. Highlights the South-East London Green Chain as one route which will be maintained and improved.
base. (2011)
New Lewisham
Local Plan: Issues
Consultation
(2015)
New Lewisham
Local Plan:
Infrastructure
Delivery Plan
(2015)
Other

•
•
•

Bakerloo extension may free enough capacity to later extend East London Line to Lewisham.
Proposes to improve bus services in south of Borough funded through planning obligations, to address poor transport accessibility here.
The proposed Waterloo-Greenwich Quietway will pass through the north of the Borough (Deptford). Second round Quietway proposed by LBC for Waterlink Way (Sydenham
to Deptford).

•
•
•
•
•

Commits to further improvements to Waterlink Way, including crossing improvements.
Waterloo-Greenwich Quietway due to be completed mid 2016 (see figure 3.1).
Second tranch of Quietways expected to include further improvements to Waterlink Way, and a route from Catford to Eddystone Bridge.
Rolling residential cycle parking programme for flats and HMOs.
Proposes public realm improvements, informed by the North Lewisham Links Strategy and Waterlink Way Objectives.

•

LBC are rolling out a borough-wide 20mph zone to be delivered in full by 2018. All roads will be 20mph except TfL red routes and private roads.
Table 3c: Lewisham Policy
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3. Policy and Document Review
3.2 Document Review
This section reviews the documents produced by and for the Neighbourhood Forum alongside
technical guidance and the Rachel Aldred blog, as recommended by the Forum.

GPNF Documents
•
Prince’s
•
Foundation
•
Report
•
(February 2012) •
•
Emerging
Grove Park
Neighbourhood •
Plan (January
2015)

Grove Park
Public Realm
Improvements
(TfL)

•
•
•

•
•

Noted lack of non-residential parking.
No notable cycle parking provision outside Station
Recognises need for balance between different road users in centre.
Identifies need for pedestrian crossings around Station.
Provides proposals for Station redevelopment.
Shows existing cycle network and community facilities, including a
number of shops, schools, green spaces and facilities.
Identifies seven main policy themes, including ‘Connecting the
Neighbourhood’ which promotes an attractive network of walking and
cycling routes alongside properly positioned cycle and car parking, for
use by all abilities (including visitors) throughout the day and night.
Document produced in response to Prince’s Foundation workshop.
Consults on potential improvements to Baring Road/ Downham Way.
Proposals include:
• New/relocated residential parking bays.
• Public realm improvements.
• Shared space for cyclists/pedestrians (dependent on bridge
improvements).
A number of GPNF’s objectives could not be fulfilled, due to traffic
volumes through the area.
Notes that due to financial constraints it would not be possible to
implement all proposed interventions.
Table 3d: GPNF Documents

Blogs
Rachel Aldred

Cambridge Matters, Rachel Aldred Blog
• Shouldn’t segregate cyclists based on experience, routes should be
safe for all.
• Should focus on improving cyclist safety on roads, rather than building
new routes.
Tour of Cambridge shows how local cycling and walking trips can be
London Cycle
Campaign (LCC) encouraged over driving, LCC Blog.
• Link areas divided by railway tracks using covered bridges that are
wide enough to cycle over.
• Use CCTV to monitor cycle parking at key trip attractors.
• Ground lighting to show routes where away from urban areas.
• Links alongside public transport routes, e.g. Cambridge Guided
Busway.
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Table 3e: Blogs

Figure 3.2: Selection of case study photographs taken from LCC blog (LCC 2014)

3. Policy and Document Review
Figure 3.3: Quietways Route Prioritisation Criteria (taken from LCDS 2014)

Technical Guidance
Principles
London
• Document structured around six core design principles: Safety; Directness;
Cycling
Comfort; Coherence; Attractiveness; and Adaptability.
Design
Standards Quietways
(2014)
• Quietways intended to complement Superhighways, using quieter streets
•
•

and principally aimed at new cyclists.
Quietways are largely unsegregated as roads are quieter. Main
interventions are likely to be signage, surfacing improvements and removal
of barriers.
Prioritisation criteria detailed in Figure 3.3, this provides guidance for
potential routes.

Assessment
• Document details five steps to developing a coherent cycle network. These
are summarised in Figure 3.4.
Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) audit
• Final assessment step is a CLoS audit. This focuses on environments
which would encourage new cyclists to switch from other modes and
should be informed by user satisfaction surveys.
• CLoS uses a detailed framework, assessing the factors shown in Figure
3.5. Each factor has a number of indicators, and the assessment is
weighted with scores multiplied by three for ‘critical’ indicators.
• CLoS focuses on routes, but there’s also a supplementary junction
assessment which assigns each possible movement on a junction a RAG
safety rating.
• Suggested that a Pedestrian Comfort Assessment is undertaken to
complement CLoS.
Effective width
• Cycle lanes should be designed to adapt to growth, generally guidance
suggests 1.5-2.0m wide on slower moving roads (dependent on
conditions).

1.
Review existing
conditions
Assesses existing
infrastructure to
identify
gaps; desire lines;
and suitability of
provision to street
type

2.
Mesh Density
analysis

3.
Classification
audit

4.
Porosity analysis

GIS analysis of
cycle network
density and
barriers.

Assesses
existing links to
determine level
of experience
required to cycle
comfortably.

Assesses how
permeable areas
are, identifying
any areas which
are effectively
‘cut-off’.

5.
CLoS audit

A detailed framework
to assess cycle routes
and complementary
junction assessment.

Above: Figure 3.4:
Steps to a coherent
cycle network (adapted
from information in
LCDS 2014)
Left: Figure 3.5:
Factors assessed in a
CLoS Audit (adapted
from information in
LCDS 2014)
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4. Area Context
4.1 Issues and Opportunities
Existing Cycle Routes
Grove Park Neighbourhood Area
There are a number of existing cycles routes that run through the GPNA (see figure 4.1). These
include the Green Chain Cycle Route 8 - Elmstead Woods and Chinbrook Meadows and routes
identified in the Transport for London Local Cycling Guide 11.
Green Chain Circular Cycle Routes
The Green Chain is a network of over 300 open spaces in South East London which are protected
through local planning policy. A number of areas of open space within the Green Chain are connected
by walking and cycle routes including 12 short circular cycle routes which start at a train station and
range from between 1.5 and 7.5 mile in length. These routes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Route 1 - Crystal Palace Park
Route 2 - Dulwich Village and Park
Route 3 - Falconwood
Route 4 - Eltham and Blackheath Golf Course
Route 5 - Nunhead and Peckham Rye
Route 6 - Belvedere
Route 7 - Plumstead
Route 8 - Elmstead Woods and Chinbrook Meadows
Route 9 - Beckenham Place Park
Route 10 - South Norwood Country Park
Route 11 - Thamesmead
Route 12 - Charlton

Route 8 Elmstead Woods and Chinbrook Meadows runs through the southern part of the GPNA
(see figure 4.1). There is an opportunity to join the Green Chain cycle routes by improving cycle
infrastructure along chosen routes between them. This would help connect Grove Park to other areas
such as Beckenham Place Park and Crystal Palace.
Waterlink Way Cycle Route
The Waterlink Way cycle route runs from Lower Sydenham to Greenwich and is part of the National
Cycle Network. It follows National Cycle Route 21 and comprises mainly traffic-free routes and quiet
residential areas. From Greenwich, there is the opportunity to join National Cycle Route 4 which
travels west along the Thames and through central London and National Cycle Route 1 which travels
east along the Thames and north through London and the Lee Valley.
improved cycle connections from Grove Park to the Waterlink Way cycle route would help encourage
cycling for both leisure and communing purposes.

Figure 4.1- Existing Cycle Routes
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4. Area Context (cont)
Areas for New or Improved Cycle Routes
As part of a workshop held in December 2014, the GPNF identified a number of areas for new and
improved cycle routes (see figure 4.4).
Building on the work undertaken by the GPNF, a number of key areas were identified for cycle
improvements, see figure 4.4.

1

The ‘Side Line’ Pedestrian and Cycle Route
The ‘Side Line’ is an area identified by the GPNF as having potential for a new cycle and
pedestrian route. It runs alongside the railway line and largely comprises unused land
(see figures 4.2; 4.3).

1

Figure 4.2: The ‘Side Line’ - view south from the
eastern side of the railway track (by author)

2

Figure 4.3: The ‘Side Line’ - view north from the
eastern side of the railway track (by author)

Grove Park Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge
The Grove Park Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge is located in the northern part of the GPNA
(see figures 4.5-4.8). The bridge connects the two sides of Grove Park, Baring Road to
the east and Reigate Road towards Beckenham Place Park to the west.
The bridge acts as an important piece of local infrastructure; however in its current
condition it feels enclosed and unsafe. The bridge is run down, presents an eye sore and
is in need of modernisation.

3

Grove Park Station Area
Grove Park Station is located on Baring Road and the area is car-dominated. It has
insufficient cycle infrastructure with no cycle parking outside of the station and only limited
cycle parking within it.

Figure 4.4 - GPNF Key Improvement Cycle Routes
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4. Area Context (cont)

Figure 4.5: Grove Park Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge,
western access (by author)

Figure 4.6: Grove Park Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge
(by author)

Figure 4.7: Grove Park Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge
(by author)

Figure 4.8: Grove Park Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge,
eastern access (by author)

The Grove Park Station Area has been identified as an area for improvement.
In February 2012 the Prince’s Foundation facilitated a Community Planning Event in
collaboration with Grove Park Community Group. The workshop focused on the local
centre around Grove Park Station and led to the development of a shared vision for the
improvement of Grove Park’s wider Station Area (see figure 4.9 and Chapter 3).
Following the workshop, Lewisham Council prepared a Grove Park Public Realm
Improvements consultation document focussing on the area along Baring Road and
Downham Way (see Chapter 3).

4

Chinbrook Meadows Underpass
Chinbrook Meadows underpass forms part of the Green Chain Cycle Route 8 and
connects Chinbrook Meadows to Portland Road via a passageway under the railway line
(see figures 4.10-4.12).
The underpass is dark and gloomy, even during daylight hours, and does not present an
attractive route. Electric lighting is in place; however, it does not light the area sufficiently.

5

Figure 4.9: Grove Park Station Improvement Area, (Prince’s Foundation, 2012

Chinbrook Meadows Pedestrian and Cycle Path
Chinbrook Meadows form part of the Green Chain Cycle Route 8. They connect
Chinbrook Road to the north, Mayeswood Road to the east, Portland Road to the south
and Amblecote Road to the west (see figure 4.13-4.17)
The pathways are in varying states of repair and, although used by both pedestrians and
cyclists, provide no separation between the two. In addition, gates are in operation at
each entrance which act as a barrier.

Figure 4.10: Chinbrook Underpass - view towards
Portland Road (by author)

Figure 4.11: Light in
Chinbrook Underpass (by
author)

Figure 4.12: Chinbrook
Underpass (by author)
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4. Area Context (cont)

Figure 4.13: Gate at entrance to Chinbrook
Meadows from Chinbrook Road (by author)

6

Figure 4.14: Path to Chinbrook Meadows
from Chinbrook Road (by author)

Figure 4.15: Path across Chinbrook
Meadows (by author)

Figure 4.16: Path across Chinbrook
Meadows from Mayeswood Road entrance
(by author)

Figure 4.17: Pathway to Chinbrook Meadows
from Portland Road (by author)

River Quaggy Towpath

The River Quaggy travels through the GPNA from Chinbrook Meadows in the south,
crossing Chinbrook Road and Marvels Lane, to Winn Road in the north east (see figures
4.18-4.20).
Within the GPNA there are two sections of towpath along the River Quaggy:
1) Connecting Chinbrook Road and Marvels Lane; and
2) Travelling from Marvel Lane north towards Winn Road.
In their existing form, the towpaths present a number of issues, including:
•
•
•
•

Rough and uneven surfaces
Topography that slopes down towards the river
A relatively low barrier between the path and the river
A lack of artificial lighting.

In addition, the area of towpath between Marvels Lane and Winn Road comprises a
muddy track which has not been surfaced; however, it should be noted that part of this
track falls outside of the GPNA.

Figure 4.18: Towpath to Marvels
Lane from Chinbrook Road (by
author)

Figure 4.19: Towpath to Marvels
Lane from Chinbrook Road (by
author)

Figure 4.20: Towpath from Marvels
Lane to Winn Road (by author)

Resurfacing, lighting improvements and higher barriers could make the towpaths more
accessible to cyclists and pedestrians alike.

7

Grove Park Youth Club

The Grove Park Youth Club on Marvels Lane has been identified within the Emerging
Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan as a facility the community would like to reopen.
The youth club is situated on a busy junction with insufficient cycle infrastructure.
Furthermore, there are no cycle parking facilities on the premises (see figure 4.21).
Cycle infrastructure could be provided to connect the Grove Park Youth Club, Grove Park
Community Group at the Ringway Centre and Grove Park Railway Station.
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Figure 4.21: Junction at Chinbrook Road and Marvels
Lane Outside Grove Park Youth Club (by author)

Figure 4.22: Junction of Coopers Lane and Baring
Road where cycle markings exist but no cycle lane
(by author)

4. Area Context (cont)
Other General Improvements

The East London Line Report Summary

Road Markings
Grove Park would benefit from improved markings on many of the roads and paths across GPNA
including:

Recommendations based on Extension of East London Line Report in Appendix 1

•
•
•

Lines separating pedestrian and cycle use where the paths are shared
Creation of cycle lanes on the key roads including Chinbrook Road, Marvels Lane, Baring
Road and Burnt Ash Hill (see figure 4.22). This could include waiting areas in front of vehicular
traffic at junctions
Marking to communicate speed limits.

Resurfacing
There are a number of areas across the GPNA that would benefit from resurfacing such as the
pathway from Baring Road to the Grove Park Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge. Resurfacing could also
be used to indicate different uses on roads and paths; for example, cycle lanes could be formed using
coloured tarmac.

• Providing a direct link that connects the South Eastern Main Line and the East London Line (ELL)
would require significant infrastructure requirements that are costly and disruptive to the existing
route. Any infrastructure provision for junction, track or signalling upgrades would require extensive
consultation with stakeholders including Transport for London (TfL), the Department for Transport,
South-Eastern, Lewisham Council and the wider community.
•Given that the South-Eastern franchise currently operates services on the South Eastern Main Line
close to full capacity, there is little incentive to extend the ELL and incur the resulting disruption.
•The ELL is currently operating at full capacity of 18tph on the main section of line with a limit to 5
carriage trains. Automatic train operation would be able to increase this to 24tph. Accordingly, any
increase in services would be prioritised towards existing ELL forks. Constructing a sound business
case for five carriage trains and less than six tph becomes challenging.

As part of the resurfacing, a paving material could also be used to create a ridge between cycle lanes •If Grove Park Community Forum pursue an extension to the ELL, a transport consultant would be
and the road in order to improve safety.
require for a detailed timetable and capacity exercise to see whether an ELL link is operable and
value for money before any policy commitments are made to ascertain the feasibility of such an
option.
•If the ultimate goal is better connections with parts of Inner London, London Underground Lines,
more destinations, improved capacity and frequency of services then an important first step is
lobbying for existing SE suburban services to be transferred to TfL. A TfL controlled suburban service
would encourage TfL to further ‘join the dots’ of their network as has been proven by their previous
acquisitions of separate competing franchises within London.

Figure X.X (by author)

•Grove Park Community Forum should therefore press for TfL to acquire the SE suburban lines and
for improved connectivity when the franchising agreement expires in 2018.
Figure 4.23: Path to Grove Park Pedestrian and Cycle
Bridge from Baring Road (by author)

Figure 4.24: Baring Road where no cycle
infrastructure is provided (by author)

Figure 4.25: Burnt Ash Hill where no cycle
infrastructure is provided (by author)

Figure 4.26: Marvels Lane where no cycle
infrastructure is provided (by author)

Figure 4.27: East London Line Images
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4. Area Context
4.2 SWOT Analysis
A SWOT Analysis was carried out following a review of existing policy, desktop and site based surveys and observations. This analysis has been summarised below and provides the foundation for the
interventions and solutions.

Strengths
• Proximity to London - The proximity to central London is a prime
position to connect to existing sustainable transport networks.
• Existing train station - Direct links to central London means immediate
extension to the rail network is not necessary and can act as a
sustainable transport hub.
• Green Chain Cycle Link - The presence of the GCCL, gives a solid
basis to connect to and further develop a cycling network to external
areas.
• Prince’s Foundation Public Realm Design Proposal - Has already
produced significant work and evidence for sustainable transport
options, which can be built on further.

Opportunities
• Bridge - If improved, it will offer an attractive option for pedestrians and
cyclists to cross the railway.
• Connect youth centre, high street, green parks, canal, and cycle
bridge - Several key hubs within the area which should be connected
through sustainable transport options.
• Connect existing green cycle link and Route 26 - The existing
presence of the Green Cycle Link and Route 26 offer attractive options
for connecting cycle links within Grove Park.
• Wide Roads - Existing wide roads provide the opportunity to implement
cycle lanes.

16

Weaknesses
• Lack of interconnected cycle network - Existing networks are
currently very disjointed.
• Car dominant environment - Discourages the use of the road network
by cyclists.
• Facilities - There is a distinct lack of facilities such as cycle storage
racks.
• Legibility - The area is not legible, which can make it difficult for
outsiders to navigate their way around the area.

Threats
• Railway - The railway line acts as a barrier to development and if
connections are not offered it will further split the area.
• Cemetery - It is not appropriate to develop connections through this
area.
• Lack of funding - If there are no appropriate funding options for
developments, there is no guarantee they will be undertaken.
• Land ownership - Land under private ownership cannot have
development imposed upon it.

5. Proposed Interventions
5.1 The ‘Sideline’
The Sideline comprises a section of proposed walking and cycling route running alongside a section of the South Eastern Main Line
(SEML). The Grove Park Community forum (GPCF) has proposed a route shown in the satellite image beginning at Baring Road,
bypassing the train shed, crossing the pedestrian/cycle bridge, then alongside a section of the cemetery before joining up with
Cumberland Place.
Benefits
There are several reasons why the existing ‘SideLine’ route is considered suitable for a cycle path
outlined below:
1.

A stretch of ‘car free’ cycle route without vehi
cles and traffic signals to encourage cycling.

2.

A reasonably straight and flat route.

3.

Improved connection with Pedestrian/Cycle
Bridge.

4.

Existing railway Lampposts would provide
adequate lighting when dark.

5.

The side-line would successfully ‘join the
dots’ with existing and proposed cycle paths,
including the western railway side.

Figures 5.1: The Grove Park
neighbourhood plan map
and the proposed route in
magenta (Google Maps;
2016; p.21, GPCF, 2014).

Figures 5.2: Photos of the
railway track, the slope, nature
reserve and secure fence
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5. Proposed Interventions (cont)
Figure 5.3: The Deciduous Woodland
Designation at Grove Park Nature
Reserve

Table 5a (Below) provides guidance
of estimated costs to be considered for the proposal (Paths for All
Scotland (2014), London Cycling
Design Standards (2005)):

Vegetation Clearing:

Tree Removal:

Estimated cost

Average Cost

Rough Estimate for Km

£4 to £4.45 per m

£4.23

£4,230

£30.64
£10.00 to £50.00 per tree £40.90 to
£400.00 per tree (depending on girth)

N/A
£220.45

Reducing Slope Gradient:
Revetments:

The proposal would need to overcome the following constraints to be feasible:
• On the eastern railway side, the topography of the land is sloped upwards. If further space is needed
then the path may encroach into the nature reserve and require extensive earth and soil removal.
Given that the railway is electrified with ‘third rail,’ a secure division between the railway and path
would be needed to overcome safety risks.
• The land beside the railway is owned by Network Rail while the Council acquired the freehold of the
Grove Park nature reserve in 1987 (Lewisham Council, 2012). Extensive consultation is needed with
Network Rail, SouthEastern and Lewisham Council in regard to safety issues and use of the land.
• An ecological survey on the Grove Park Nature Reserve would be needed to demonstrate how any
adverse impacts could be mitigated. Consultation with the Council ecology officer(s) is recommended.

Type of Path (options):

Fencing:
Gates:
Signage:
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£47.32 per m3

£47.32

£94,640

£19.76 to £27.12 per m

£23.44

£23,440

Toptrec Path: £18.25 to £36.10 per
m2

£28.15

£56,300

Tarmac Path: £31.81 to £48.81 per
m2

£42.68

£85,360

Averaged £15.00 per m

£15.00

£15,000

Averaged £300

£300

£600+

£150-£900

£500

£1000+

5. Proposed Interventions (cont)
5.2 Cycle Parking and Grove Park Station Area
Part 3 of the brief was to look into cycle parking provision in Grove Park, with a particular focus upon the
Grove Park Train Station area. The Draft Emerging Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan (EGPNP) identifies a
number of objectives; one is for the improvement of parking facilities for cyclists;
•

The station area, as identified in the EGPNP, is a neighbourhood centre for Grove Park and a key hub
for the residents and wider community. The Prince’s Foundation report noted that “there is no notable
provision for bicycle parking outside the station area” (2012) and that the station only offers cycle parking to those inside the station.

•

Page 20 will set out what we feel, are the best cycle parking options for the station area in its current
state alongside, given the recommendations made by the Prince’s Foundation and the potential for
change.

Figure 5.5 (Prince’s Foundation 2012)

What type of cycle parking is suitable for the Station Area?
•

Station Area is heavily
constrained in terms of cycle
parking choice. Primarily this is
due to the lack of space as can
be seen in Figure 5.4.

•

Because of this, the type of
cycle parking suitable for the
Station Area has been tailored
towards space saving.

•

If however the station area was
to change in form, then other
potential parking options can be
explored.

Prince’s Foundation:
• In November 2012 the Prince’s Foundation were invited to look at
public realm imrovements to the Station Area.
• Noted that there could be substancial changes and therefore the
following options are presented with that in mind.
• This report supports the implementation of suggestions put forward
by the Prince’s Foundation regarding the Station.

Figure 5.6 and 5.7 Station from the outside and with current internal parking (Stacey
Harris 2011, National Rail 2016)
Figure 5.4 (Google Maps 2016)
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5. Proposed Interventions (cont)
OPTION 1: Wall Mount Preferred Option for Current Scenario
Why?

Grove Park Station’s biggest constraint to parking provision is the lack
of available space. The wall bracket, provides parking provision without compromising space. This type of cycle parking could best be used
around the station area if numbers (of cyclists parking) is low, and the
station is too remain in its current, state.

Advantages:

Cheap
Takes up virtually no
space

Disadvantages:

Limited overall capacity
Figure 5.8: (Planning Portal 2015)

OPTION 2: Sheffield Stand (Best All-Rounder)
Why?
The Sheffield Stand is the best performing parking option as it
gives the best security and support. The Sheffield Stand is widely
considered the favourite option and therefore should be something
considered should wider changes be made to the layout of the
station.

Advantages:
Good Security
Flexible uses
Disadvantages:
A need for sufficient
space

Figure 5.9: (Cycle-works 2011 and Bikestoragecompany.co.uk 2014)

OPTION 3: Two-Tier/Cycle Store (Best High
Volume Long-term)
Why?
This option may be a consideration for the future and is dependant
upon a number of criteria. The first has a large capacity and would
therefore require large volumes of bicycles to become a worthwhile
investment. The second is that the space required is fairly substancial
(although per-bike, less) and provision may have to be provided elsewhere. eg. Bus Station.

Advantages:
High Capacity
Good Security
Disadvantages:
Expensive
Not suitable short-term

Figure 5.10: (cyclerack.com 2014 and Falco UK 2012)
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5. Proposed Interventions (cont)
This section highlights some further information
that might need to be considered with long-term
ambitions to improve cycle parking in Grove
Park.

Cost, Spacing and Security
(Table 5b)
•

•

There are many
considerations when
selecting a suitable type
of cycle parking. In many
cases there may have to
be a compromise.
Ideally the Neighbourhood
Forum would need to
establish what their priority
is (e.g. cost effective or
overall capacity).

Approximate Cost (£/bike)
Element

Open Sheffield
Stands
Wall loop
Linked Stands
Cycle Lockers
Open Cycle Shelter
Cost of re-paving

Materials

Installation

Distance Between Element’s

Security Rating

£15 - £65

£50

1000mm

Good

£12

Self-Fix

2000mm

Limited

£50

£15

1000mm

Good

£600-£800

£225

750x1900x1200mm

Very Good

£100-£350

£120-£175

Dependent upon capacity
and element type.

Good-Very Good

N/A

N/A

£75- £150

Figure 5.11 (Cambridge Cycling Campaign 2014)

Conclusion:
As with all the information provided
in the past few pages there can be
further infomation found elsewhere and
each case is different and therefore
infomation can change case-by-case.

Requirements for Cyclists (Table 5c)
• Another consideration should should be the needs and requirements of the target customer.
• The table below sets out some of the key considerations for different types of cyclists and their expected requirements.

Parking Requirements for Cyclists
Residents

Commuters

Shoppers

•

Secure (at least a proportion •
of cycle parking in a locked

Secure (ideally a locked compound), covered, overlooked.

•

Secure (open stands). Good support for bike.

•

compound), close to en•
trance, covered, overlooked.
•
Visitor parking may be open
stands.
•

Convenient (<50m from entrance).

•

Well-spaced - must not risk getting
oil on clothing.

Convenient (<25m from entrance,
ideally next to it).

•

Visitor parking may be open
stands.

Room for loading, trailer bikes
etc.

•

Safe from traffic. Easy to use.

Needs
•

Children

Families

•

Well overlooked.
Child sized
stands. Easy to
use.

•

Plenty of room
for non-standard
bikes and luggage.

•

Safe from traffic.

•

Safe from traffic.

Figure 5.12 (Cambridge Cycling Campaign
2014)
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5. Proposed Interventions (cont)
5.3 Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge
The use of the pedestrian and cycle bridge across the railway for east-west movement is key to the development of a fully integrated cycle network.
Its position across the railway and the costs involved inhibit any alterations to the structure of the bridge, without large investment. However other
improvements can be made.

Fig 5.13 Grove Park Bridge, uncared
for and unwelcoming, with wheeled
ramp on non-preferred left hand side

Fig 5.14 Example of well-lit pedestrian
and cycle railway bridge, Carter Bridge,
Cambridge (Peace 2010)
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Table 5d - Options for Improvements to Bridge
Option
Cost / Effort Effect
Remove moss
Low
Clean the bridge and reduce perception of
abandonment
Signpost the wheeling
Low
Currently under-used, wider knowledge of ramps’
ramps
purpose will promote better usage
Markings to separate
Low
Prevent conflicts, identifying cycling space to
cyclists from pedestrians
encourage cyclist use
Move wheeling ramps to
Low
Right-handed cyclists tend to prefer pushing their
the right hand side
bike up steps with their right hand
Improve lighting
Medium
Replace current lighting with LEDs for a brighter
environment and safer perception
Repaint
Medium
Introduce bright colours or a design to make bridge
less of an eye-sore, cover graffiti,
Replace wire mesh with
Medium
Remove the current perception of entrapment using
more attractive yet solid
softer-looking materials
material up to 1.5m
Gravel blast structure
Medium
Thoroughly clean the bridge
Open up the roof
High
If ever permitted, improve lighting and air flow,
allow the bridge to be enjoyed, used as a better
vantage point
Total redesign of the
High
Introduce a Grove Park landmark, allow public
bridge chassis whilst
involvement in creating a design, promote the
maintaining the current
bridge as a destination rather than just a link, make
structure
bridge worthy of position in attractive rail landscape

Fig 5.15 Example of a potential re-design of an enclosed bridge chassis, The
Mackensie River (Good Pasture) Covered Bridge, Oregon (Travel Oregon 2016)

Fig 5.17 An example of a more
attractive solid structure for
the lower sides of the bridge
Powderham, UK (Colston 2014)

Fig 5.16 A well segregated
pedestrian and cycle bridge
in Brooklyn, NYC (I Dream of
Bicycling 2010)

5. Proposed Interventions (cont)
Alternative Surfaces

5.4 Cycle Path Surfacing
Asphalt

The surfacing of track routes is key to the quality of rider safety and comfort. Sudden changes in
levels, surface defects and loose material should be avoided and it is crucial to lay surfaces on well
compacted base materials to prevent subsequent settlement.
Asphalt is recognised as the most appropriate surfacing choice for cycleways wherever practically
feasible due to the following range of benefits:
•
•
•

Quick and straightforward construction •
Durability 					•
A joint-free surface				
•

An even finish
Easy maintenance
Wide colour availability

Table 5e - Performance of asphalt in comparison to other material across the important
factors of lifespan, skid resistance and cost.
Material
Life (yrs) Skid resistance (PSV - Indicative Cost (£/
Polished Stone Value)
sqm)
Asphalt
20
60+
8
Block paving
20
55
20-30
Cycle track veneer
5
55+
8
Thermoplastic High-Friction
4-6
70+
13
Surfacing
Brick Paving
20
20-40
(TfL 2012)

Bitmac

For stretches of cycle path near specific hazards and at greater risk of accident, a similar material
to asphalt, Bitmac, should be used as it provides a cheap, long-lasting path surface with higher
skid-resistance and porosity.
Table 5f - Comparison with Bitmac
Material
Asphalt
Content
Bitumen and aggregate
Cause of strength
Contains a binding agent
Ease of application
Easy
Variety
N/A
Small aggregates
Larger aggregates
(MPA 2009)

Bitmac
Bitumen and aggregate
Consistency of aggregate size
Slightly harder
Varies with aggregate size
Smooth, fast
Increased skid resistance, increased
permeability(gaps adjacent to large
aggregates allow water to pass)

Asphalt and bitmac can be inappropriate in areas of poor access and more sensitive visual
environments. Alternatives need to be selected based on ease of application, accessibility,
permeability, aesthetics as well as cost.
Table 5g - Alternative Surface Materials
Material
Drainage
Aesthetic
Cost (£/sqm)
Traditional unbound Poor
Suitable for
Very low
Limestone Dust
any off-carriage
(but requires
setting
maintenance)
Self-binding
Poor
Suitable for
Low
surfaces
any off-carriage
setting
Resin-bonded
surfaces (e.g.
compacted gravel
Loose surfaces
(riding quality
ensured by
compacting well)
Grasscrete

(Sustrans 2012)

Best use
Visually sensitive
locations
Visually sensitive
locations

Drains well

Suitable for rural

Low

Long stretches

Drains very well

Not suitable for
on-carriage

Very low

Short stretches
with poor access

High

Short, sensitive
stretches

Drains from
Suitable
surface, stores
anywhere
water to reduce
pooling elsewhere

Other issues to be aware of and to take into consideration include: unsuitability of “blacktop” colour,
undesirable ground sealing, sustainability of surface sources, poor access, and proximity to trees.
Table 5h - Potential Applications in Grove Park
Main Consideration Surface Option
Grove Park application
Where possible
Asphalt
On-carriageway
Increased slip risk
Bitmac
Quaggy Towpath
Drainage conscious Grasscrete
Quaggy Towpath
Aesthetics
Self-binding surfaces
Chinbrook Meadows
Cheap application
Unbound limestone dust, loose gravel
Chinbrook Meadows
Difficult application Loose surfaces (compacted)
The Sideline?
A Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) assessment should be undertaken to identify the stretches
of the Grove Park cycling network that require improvements before taking account of these
considerations. cycling network. This is discussed in the Implementation section.
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5. Proposed Interventions (cont)
5.5 Lighting

Advantages of Lighting:

For cycling to become a viable alternative, it must be promoted as an around-the-clock means of
transport. Cycle journeys will be made after dark, especially during the winter months, and it should
be possible to justify the lighting of many cycle routes.

• Better orientation			
• Identification of other users
• Discouragement of crime		

Even with sufficient lighting, routes without natural surveillance may remain unused so appropriate
on-road alternatives should be prioritised where possible.

Factors to be given consideration:

Tables 5i and 5j outline the key issues that require consideration before deciding on a cycle
network lighting strategy.

• Light pollution 			
• Intrusion on nearby properties
• Potential vandalism 		
• Proximity of electricity supply

Table 5i - Options for traffic-free cycle path lighting
Lighting
Indicative Cost (/km) Advantages
Disadvantages
LED lighting columns £80-120,000
Visibility, security, less Cost, visual impact,
vandalism,
maintenance, impinge
on paths
Bollards
£45,000
Clearly way-mark the
Cost, potential for
route, reduced light
vandalism,
pollution, solar or grid,
Surface solar studs
£10,000
Cheaper, illuminate
Brightness, require
route, sustainable,
long lifespan models,
minimal maintenance, need spacing
less light pollution
determined
Thermoplastic
Cheap but variable
Highly reflective route Lack of lighting,
markings (paint or
markers, cheap, quick, assumes riders have
tape)
not a hazard, no light
lights, need asphalt
pollution
surface
(Sustrans 2012)

5.6 Markings

• Easier navigation
• Detection of hazards
• Increased sense of personal security

• Ambient brightness in the surrounding area
• Visual impact of the lighting equipment
• Costs of installation, operation and maintenance
• Energy usage

Table 5j - Considerations for tunnel and/or bridge lighting
Issues
Consideration
Lamp type
LED ‘whiter’ light increases feeling of safety
Lamp positioning
On the crown of tunnel or bridge increases efficiency
Lamp frequency
Closer together lowers ‘shadow effect’ and resultant perception of
danger
Ecological issues (bats
Surveys, reduced brightness, timings,
etc.)
Tunnel wall treatments
Painting tunnel walls bright colours to increase light reflections
Timing
Motion sensors, set lighting times, entry buttons,
Supply
Emergency supply towards middle of tunnel/bridge
(Sustrans 2012)

Reallocating Road Space

To make a statement of intent showing a focus on sustainable transport, reallocating road space
would be more significant than merely improving cycle marking. This makes it clear that the relative
priority of different transport users is being altered in favour of cyclists and not only promotes
cycling but acts as a restraint on motor traffic. This will involve the following:
The key considerations for designing on- and off-carriage cycle markings are a) clarity to show
where cyclists and/or other road users should be b) simplicity to allow easy way-finding.
Incorporating the two considerations, three elements considered most important for popular cycle
paths are, photos from left-to-right, being located away from pedestrians, being located away from
parked cars, avoiding stop-start infrastructure. (Cambridge Cycling Campaign 2014).
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• Removal of a traffic lane				
• Removal of car parking				
• Reduced width of traffic lanes			
• Removal of centre line
• Reduction in traffic speeds			
• Introduction of weight limits			
• Conversion of traffic lanes to bus lanes		
• Re-allocation of time at signals
• Shared space					• Filtered permeability				
(Cambridge Cycling Campaign 2014)
(Sustrans 2012)

5. Proposed Interventions (cont)
5.7 Alternative Route
A high quality, fully integrated, and accessible cycling network should by at the heart of a future Grove Park focussed on sustainable transport. Based on robust supporting evidence, the network should be
made up of good quality existing cycling infrastructure, improved stretches of existing cycle links and brand new routes. Together, these should link the hubs of the Neighbourhood Area together, allowing
easy, non-vehicular transport across the whole of Grove Park.
The draft Plan (Grove Park Neighbourhood Forum and Imagine Places 2015) contained a route proposed by residents which aimed to avoid the area’s busier routes. Whilst the route was developed
collaboratively, it is yet to undergo further analysis to prove that it is the best option. This is a requirement if it is to be included in an adopted Development Plan Document.
As a first means of scrutiny, the route has been assessed and compared with the assessment of a different potential route (see figure 5.18) This performs an initial ‘sense check’ by seeing whether there
are any trade-offs between the strengths and weaknesses of the two options.

Alternate Cycle Network Route

Draft Plan Cycle Network Route

The alternative route, highlighted in red, runs through
the Neighbourhood Area north to south along Baring
Road, with the train station acting as a central point.

The route, highlighted in blue, has a main N-S link down
Burnt Ash Hill down to Marvels Lane which links up to
Chinbrook Lane and back to the rail station.

It provides a direct route. This may be a favoured route
for the commuter or more experienced cyclists. Due to
the traffic volumes and number of junctions it does have
some negative aspects.

Advantages
Route already in use by locals
Quieter roads
Goes past Burnt Ash Hill Shops
Away from the noted high speeds on Baring Road
Keeps cyclists separate from bus routes
Central N-S link so easy to integrate to the rest of GP
Disadvantages
Residential parking reduces space for cyclists
No option for designated cycle lanes
Long de-tour from the station if travelling north
Uses Chinbrook Road – a busy road
Could link directly to Coopers Lane and Marvels Lane
instead of detour
Unambitious use of current best available routes.
Does not propose improvements

Advantages
Direct North to South Route
Links the key facilities together
Limited number of parked cars
Better for commuters
Wider roads to support the implementation of a cycle
path

Fig 5.18 Alternative cycle network routes

Disadvantages
Busier street
High volume of traffic
Larger vehicles on the route
More junctions
Larger junctions

Conclusion

The quick assessment suggests that these two routes could be labelled as quick versus quiet, or efficient v safe. Although a cycling network should try to incorporate all four of these characteristics, there
are unavoidable trade-offs between the two routes. This shows that genuine alternatives exist to the route proposed by Grove Park residents and that there is a need to provide technical evidence before a
finalised network can be included in an adopted Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan.
A Cycling Level of Service (CLoS) assessment should be undertaken to determine the best possible route for an integrated Grove Park cycling network.
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6. Implementation
6.1 CLoS Audit
For the potential implementation of cycle routes proposed by the GPNF and within this report
the ideal tool to select and further enhance the best possible routes is the Cycle Level of Service
(CLoS) analysis. The CLoS analysis combines quantitative and qualitative data to score routes on
safety, directness, coherence, comfort, attractiveness and adaptability the overall scores of each
route are then turned into a percentage linked to a traffic light system where potential routes are
either >70% Green (Good Quality), 40%-70% Amber (Acceptable) or <40% Red (Unacceptable).
The CLoS analysis is a 5-step methodology as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Review of existing conditions
Mesh density analysis
Accessibility classification audit
Area porosity analysis
Cycle Level of Service assessment.

While this analysis can be undertaken by anyone it is recommended to consult with local highway
authorities and professional consultants, particularly for some of the more technical aspects of the
analysis. The full guide for completing the CLoS analysis can be found online on London Cycling
Campaign and TFL’s websites.

Figure 6.2 Example Proposal for Route Development (CLoS 2014)
Figure 6.3 Example CLoS Results (CLoS 2014)

Fig 6.1 Example of CLoS Assessment Matrix
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7. Conclusions
7.1 Conclusions
This document has been produced as an informative guide for the GPNF to assist with the potential
improvements to the cycle network in the area. It has been produced by analysing existing
information, field observations and case study research. It is hoped that it will be a useful tool for
the GPNF to further develop their Neighbourhood Plan and the suggestions provided can either
be directly implemented or can guide future decisions and work. Table 7 concludes by showing a
recommended order for the suggestions within this document to be undertaken alongside what each
of these will cost and which of the identified issues it will resolve.

Recommendation

Cost

Issues Addressed
Next Steps

First Step: Full CLoS
Audit

‘Sideline’
Pedestrian/Cycle Bridge
Grove Park Station
Chinbrook Meadows Underpass
Chinbrook Meadows Path
River Quaggy Towpath
Links to Youth Club
Road Markings
Resurfacing
East London Line Opportunities

Low

Medium Term Opportunities

Cycle Path
Surfacing

Medium to
Low

Pedestrian/Cycle Bridge
Chinbrook Meadows Underpass
Chinbrook Meadows Path
River Quaggy Towpath
Resurfacing
Road Markings

Lighting

Medium to
Low

Chinbrook Meadows Underpass
River Quaggy Towpath

Longer Term Opportunities
Sideline

High

‘Sideline’

Station

Low to
Medium

Grove Park Station

Pedestrian and
Cycle Bridge

Low to High

Pedestrian/Cycle Bridge

Table 7 Suggested task order
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A2: Appendix 2 - Potential for East London Line Extension
A2.1 Context
The East London Line

The East London Line (ELL) was previously a line on the London Underground which following an extensive refurbishment and expansion, became part of the London Overground network in April 2010.
A second phase linking the ELL to the South London Line was completed in December 2012, creating an orbital railway around inner London. While the ELL Is now incorporated within the London
Overground network, the traditional line runs between Shoreditch High Street and New Cross/ New Cross Gate. Figure 1 demonstrates the Overground network including the ELL and its subsequent extensions which runs between Highbury and Islington and West Croydon with separate termini at New Cross and Crystal Palace.

The South Eastern (SE) Suburban Lines
Grove Park Railway Station is located on the South Eastern Main
Line (SEML); an electrified route that runs from London Charing
Cross to Hastings. Monday to Saturday, The station operates two
trains per hour (tph) to Charing Cross; 2 tph to Cannon Street; 4
tph to Orpington with 2 tph continuing to Sevenoaks and 3 tph to
Bromley North. On Sundays, the service is reduced to 2ph to Charing
Cross and no services stopping at London Bridge or Cannon Street.
This key interchange stations on the route to connect to the London
Underground, London Overground and other intercity and suburban
railways services are Charing Cross, London Bridge, Waterloo East,
New Cross and Lewisham as shown in figure 2.

Figure A2.1: The London Overground Network with the East London Line from West Croydon to Highbury and Islington (TfL, 2015)
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A2: Appendix 2 - Potential for East London Line Extension (Cont.)
A2.2 Feasibility
Benefits of Connecting Grove Park to the London
Overground Network
Grove Park railway station is reasonably well connected to specific
sections of London through its direct service to Charing Cross, London
Bridge; Cannon Street and Lewisham and through their respective
connections to London underground services, offer access to areas
of significant employment and commercial activity including the West
End, the City of London, Canary Wharf and London Bridge. In terms
of ease of interchange, convenience and frequency of service though,
a railway station that has a Transport for London (TfL) services is
at an advantage. In recent years, the Overground has emerged as
one of London’s best-performing rail services, on measures such as
passenger crowding, reliability and passenger satisfaction. This has
led to calls from the Mayor of London to devolve further rail franchises
within London to TfL, allowing them to extend the Overground model
(p.10, LATC, 2015).

Figure A2.2: The section of the SEML that operates services that stop at Grove Park (SouthEastern, 2016)

Extending the East London Line
The rational way of connecting Grove Park with the ELL is through New Cross via the existing SEML railway tracks through Lewisham Station. There are several significant obstacles that would need to be
overcome to achieve this:
1.
Existing SE lines and Junctions in the Lewisham area are already running at high capacity.
2.
The success of the ELL has led to subsequent capacity increases through more frequent services and 2014 upgrades from four to five-carriage trains (TfL, 2014), restricting capacity on trains
running on the line. Increasing the number of carriages to those more in line with south-eastern services (eight) is not feasible given complications with extending tunnel sizes on the ELL.
If the ELL were to increase capacity from its existing limit of 18 tph to 24 tph, more in line with tube like frequencies, it would require automatic train operation; a complex and costly installation (Rail
Technology Magazine, 2014) and would be more likely to be a 20 or 30 year timeframe to be implemented. Any increased capacity would be prioritised towards increasing services on the existing route.
Given existing perturbations of SE trains and circumstances, it would be unlikely that the extra 6tph would all be designated to an extension to the SE Line.
Connecting with the ELL would require constructing a flat crossover junction at New Cross to link the SE Line to the ELL along with a parallel track and a new tunnel for most of the way between New
Cross, St Johns and Lewisham (John Roberts Consultancy, p.18, 2015). Given limits to 5-carriage trains and a maximum of 4tph connecting Grove Park with the ELL, it becomes difficult to construct a
convincing business case. A detailed timetable and capacity exercise should be undertaken to examine whether, and when a connection to the ELL would constitute value for money and could be feasibly
operational.
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A2.3 Alternative Options
The Rail Franchise
In franchising terms, the SE franchise is available for bidding for TfL when the existing contract expires
in 2018 (BBC, 2014). In 2013, the Brown Review recommended that franchise terms while determined
by circumstances and size of each franchise, should consist of a 7-10 year initial term with precontracted continuation, subject to agreed franchise criteria being met of a further 3-5 years (p.14,
DfT, 2013). Given that the existing SE franchise is only for four years, this offers little incentive for SE
to pursue significant investment in railway improvements; instead agreed improvements tend to be
incremental and not beneficial to existing services stopping at Grove Park Station (JRC 2015; BBC,
2014).
Rail passengers in London and the South East are less satisfied with their journeys than passengers
in the rest of the country (p.12, LATC, 2015). TfL intend to take over the SE inner suburban services
when the contract is up in 2018 stating that a more joined up approach is needed (TfL and Dft, p.2;
p.31, 2016).
The Mayor had pursued the SE franchise and made this proposal to the government in 2012-13,
however, the government rejected the proposal and decided to extend the franchise agreement with
the existing operator (LATC, p.19, 2015). There were a number of factors in this decision, including the
opposition of Kent County Council and complications arising from the Thameslink upgrade programme
affecting services on the franchise. During this investigation, the Mayor’s Office and TfL restated their
ambition to secure the devolution of further rail franchises. Their focus remains South London, where
the London Underground has relatively little coverage and Londoners are most reliant on rail services
(LATC, p.19, 2015). As shown in the map in Figure 3, the existing franchise agreement lasts until June
2018, giving TfL almost three years to prepare for the transfer, if agreed by the government (LATC,
p.19, 2015).
Although visualised under the TfL branding, the London Overground is operated by a private company
(London Overground Rail Operations Ltd), although TfL still set fares, procure rolling stock and decide
service levels. TfL would not necessarily brand suburban services as ‘London Overground’ and
operation responsibility may still privately run.

Conclusion
TfL’s acquisition of the South Eastern Franchise would be on the grounds of improving suburban
services, not necessarily the case with South-Eastern. TfL have a proven history of investing in and
improving their services and under their control, services at Grove Park railway station would likely
benefit.
This would be an important first step in replicating the success seen on the London Overground and
provide TfL incentives to invest in the service frequency, junction and track improvements, and ways to
join up with the rest of the Overground network. In their previous franchising agreement, SE prioritised
Figure A2.3: A London railway network map showing the SE network (LATC, p.20, 2015)
improvements to regional services beyond London rather than their suburban services. Under TfL
control, inner suburban services would become the priority.
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